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INTRODUCTION
At Burra Community School, our Senior School consists of Years 10, 11 and 12. Year 10 students study a set
curriculum, which includes subjects that will contribute to their SACE (South Australian Certificate of Education) at
Stage 1. Year 11 students must study two compulsory components of the SACE: Literacy (English – full year) and
Numeracy (Mathematics – semester or full year). The Research Project is the only compulsory subject at Stage 2.
Year 10 students will be eligible to receive SACE credits through the study of the Personal Learning Plan (PLP), a
compulsory Stage 1 subject for all school students. Successful completion of recoginsed community programs and
VET competencies also attract SACE credits.
This publication outlines possible subject offerings at Burra Community School in 2020 based on staff expertise and
student interest. Final subject offerings will be based on numbers (student selections) and staff availability. It is
imperative for students and parents to understand that all subjects will not be offered in a face-to-face mode. Year
11 and 12 students will be required to make initial selections; we will then look at viable classes based on the number
of students selecting subjects e.g. If only one student chooses a particular subject, we will be unable to run this class
in 2020. Next, we will go through a process of grouping subjects that satisfy the selections of the maximum number of
students and matching them to subject offerings at other year levels before we can piece together a final school
timetable – it is at this stage that students are able to finalise their subject selections for 2020.
As with many rural schools, Burra Community School has successfully run ‘combined classes’ in the past, and will
continue this practice in 2020. This is necessary to increase the viability of some classes and to increase subject
choices for senior students; examples include 10/11 Design and Technology, 11/12 Agriculture and Year 12 Essential
and General Mathematics. Students may also have the opportunity to access subjects via local delivery; students
attended five lessons per week in a virtual classroom and the curriculum is delivered by a teacher based at another
site. For senior students, open access may also be an option of accessing one online learning subject (see page 9).
This Curriculum Information Handbook is designed to assist students, parents and staff to jointly plan Senior Study
programmes that meet the requirements of the SACE and to meet the individual needs of each student. It contains a
brief outline of the SACE requirements and course outline for each of the subjects that may be offered by our school.
Over the past three years, a lot of time has been invested to make changes to SACE subjects to align them with the
Australian Curriculum.
The booklet offers students additional information from which to make more informed subject and/or course choices
as they enter Year 11 or 12. The issuing of this booklet to students is an integral part of the subject counselling
process at Burra Community School.
Should you require clarification or further information about any information in this booklet, please contact the
respective home group teachers or myself. Listed below are key websites that can assist students and families with
the subject selection process.
KIM SCOTT, DEPUTY PRINCIPAL 2019

SACE Board

www.sace.sa.edu.au

Torrens University

www.torrens.edu.au

SATAC

www.satac.edu.au

Endeavour College

TAFESA

www.tafesa.edu.au

Academy of Interactive Entertainment

Adelaide University

www.adelaide.edu.au

EVOCCA College

Flinders University

www.flinders.edu.au

Defence Force Recruiting

University of South Australia

www.unisa.edu.au

Australian Nursing and Midwifery

Charles Darwin University

www.cdu.edu.au

Foundation Education

CQ University Australia

www.cqu.edu.au

Tabor Adelaide

www.endeavour.edu.au
www.aie.edu.au
www.evocca.edu.au
www.defencejobs.gov.au
www.anmfsa.org.au

www.foundationeducation.edu.au
www.taboradelaide.edu.au
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PLANNING YOUR COURSE
Subject selections made in Year 11 will affect subject choices students have available to them at Stage 2. Similarly,
what students study at Year 11 and 12 will impact greatly on further study pathways and employment options.
Students’ subject selections should be based on the following considerations: academic ability, personal interests,
teacher recommendations, employment goals and future study plans.
Career options and the graduate qualities and capabilities are discussed at almost all levels of schooling. Through the
PLP (Year 10), students reflect on their strengths and passions in an effort to focus on a specific pathway. For many
students they have a clear idea of their future goals going into year 11, for these students, course selection is
simplified, but for other students the question “What do you want to do when they leave school?” is unanswered, for
these students, choosing the ‘right subjects’ is more complicated.
The subject counselling process has many facets. Post school options are investigated at school (specifically but not
limited to the PLP). Representatives from Industry, Tertiary Educational Institutions (University and TAFE) and the
Defence Force, deliver information sessions throughout students’ secondary schooling informing them of unique and
varied post school options. Students can attend employment Expos and Open Days held by tertiary institutions. All
Year 10 students complete at least one block of work experience. Hard copy information is continually distributed for
students to access including: University Course Guides and relevant website addresses. The SATAC Tertiary
Entrance Guide is updated every year and provides students with invaluable information about processes and
admission into certificate and undergraduate courses in SA and NT. This publication can be accessed online by
visiting the SATAC website (www.satac.edu.au/satac-publications).
It is imperative that students conduct their own research in regards to their future pathway and seek out
support from teachers, families, employers and educational institutions so that they are able to make an
informed decision when selecting subjects.

BURRA COMMUNITY SCHOOL STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR BONUS POINTS!
UNIVERSITY ACCESS AND BONUS POINTS SCHEMES
South Australian Universities and Charles Darwin University operate schemes designed to provide students from
under-represented or educationally disadvantaged schools or backgrounds with assistance in gaining access to
undergraduate courses/programs. Two schemes will apply for entry to university courses. The schemes are the
Universities Equity Scheme and the Universities Language, Literacy and Mathematics Bonus Scheme; they are
administered by SATAC. These schemes provide students with a designated number of bonus points to a maximum
of 9 points.
Burra Community School students qualify for equity points for 2020 entry (5 points)
Under the SA Language, Literacy and Mathematics Bonus Scheme, students will be awarded two points, up to a
maximum of four points, for successfully (C- or better) completing any of the following subjects:
 20 credit LOTE subjects
 English and English Literary Studies
 Specialist Mathematics and Mathematical Methods
The Scheme will apply to all courses offered by Charles Darwin University, Flinders University, the University of
Adelaide, University of South Australia, SAIBT (South Australian Institute of Business and Technology), Tabor
College of Higher Education and Torrens University Australia except: Clinical Sciences/Medicine at Flinders and
Charles Darwin and Medicine/Surgery and Veterinary Bioscience at the University of Adelaide.
For more information visit: http://www.satac.edu.au/universities-bonus-schemes

SATAC adds bonus points to the university aggregate and a revised ATAR is calculated. More information regarding
access schemes and bonus points for each of the universities can be found in the SATAC Tertiary Entrance guide;
alternatively, students can visit the various university websites to calculate their entitlement.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AQF

Australian Qualifications Framework

SBATs

School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships – includes part-time paid work, Certificate of Training
(VET competencies) and School. Students complete an ASBA whilst they are enrolled in school. Vet
competencies are recognised as part of their SACE (stage 1 or 2 depending on qualification).

ATAR

Assumed Knowledge

Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (formerly TER). An indicator of how well a student has performed
relative to other students who have qualified for a university aggregate. It is used by universities to
determine whether school leavers are competitive enough to be selected for a place in various courses.
Background knowledge in a SACE stage 1 or 2 subject, or an identified skill, that a student is expected
to have to enhance the student’s understanding of the content of a given tertiary course. Student are still
eligible to apply for a course if they have not studied an assumed knowledge subject, however they may
find that they need to do a bridging course to meet the academic demands of the intended course.

Bonus Points Schemes

Burra Community School students qualify for bonus points to assist them in gaining access to university.

CAR

TAFE SA courses have Course Admission Requirements which applicants must meet in order to be
eligible for selection. CARs differ according to the level and type of course.

Credits

Students earn credits for a completed subject. One semester equates to 10 credits. Students must
complete 200 credits to gain their SACE.

Flexible Option

The final 20 credits of study contributing to the university aggregate or TAFESA selection score.

NTCET

Northern Territory Certificate of Education and Training

PLP

Personal Learning Plan. A compulsory stage 1, 10 credit subject usually studied in year 10.

Precluded (subject)
combination

A named pair of stage 2 subjects that cannot both be counted when calculating the University or TAFE
aggregate. Two subjects are a precluded combination if the Universities and TAFESA define them as
having significant overlap in content.

Prerequisite (subject)

A TAS subject in which a student must gain a minimum ‘C-’ grade or better to be eligible for selection
into a university course for which the prerequisite has been nominated.

Recognised Community
Learning

Includes community developed programs and self-directed learning. Generally not recognised in
calculation of a person’s ATAR.

Recognised Studies

Studies including VET awards approved by the SACE Board as counting towards the SACE and
deemed by Universities and TAFE as being eligible to be included in the calculation of the ATAR.

RTO

Registered Training Organisation

SACE

South Australian Certificate of Education

SATAC

South Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre – processes applications from persons seeking admission
to courses, at tertiary institutions, listed in the SATAC guide. www.satac.edu.au

Scaling

A mathematical process which provides a basis for comparing performance in different SACE/NTCET
Stage 2 subjects (and subject combinations).

Semester

A period of half a year of schooling – equivalent to 50 – 70 hours of programmed learning.

STAT

Special Tertiary Admissions Test. An alternative entry assessment tool, used by universities to assess a
range of competencies. Applicants need to be 18 by February of the year they wish to attend university.

Subject Achievement
Score

A score which represents the assessment of a student’s achievement in a SACE stage 2 subject.

TABS

TAFESA Assessment of Basic Skills. A series of multiple choice tests addressing literacy and numeracy;
alternative for applicants to demonstrate they meet CAR for entry into a TAFE course.

TAS

Tertiary Admissible Subject. SACE Stage 2 subjects which have been approved by the Universities and
TAFESA as providing appropriate preparation for tertiary studies.

TGSS

Training Guarantee for SACE Students. Supports students who are at least 16 years of age to complete
a “Certificate III completion pathway” as part of their SACE.

University Aggregate

Ranges from 0 – 90. Calculated from the best scaled scores from three 20 credit TAS plus the best 30
credits from various flexible options. (See page 9 - 14 SATAC Tertiary Entrance Booklet)

VET

Vocational Education and Training

VISA

Vet in Schools Agreement – an agreement between the school and RTO to deliver VET competencies.
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SACE
Overview: The SACE is awarded to students on the successful completion of 200 credits of study. There are a range
of compulsory subjects across Stages 1 and 2, which must be completed at a C standard or better in order for the
certificate to be awarded. There are a range of SACE Board approved complimentary programs which can contribute
towards SACE achievement, such as VET and school based apprenticeship programs. Approved Community
Learning programs, such as the Australian Music Examinations Board and the SA Country Fire Service can also
contribute SACE credits. Visit: https://www.sace.sa.edu.au/learning/community-learning (table page 37)
SACE stands for South Australian Certificate of Education. It is:
• A qualification for entry into universities and further training
• Recognised nationally and internationally
• To be eligible for entry into almost all courses offered by South Australian Universities or Charles Darwin
University in the Northern Territory, you must qualify for either the SACE or the NTCET. SACE/NTCET
completion is also required for entry into many courses offered by TAFESA.
The SACE assists students to:
• develop capabilities needed for life and work in the twenty-first century
• gain high level VET qualifications for workforce
• gain entry into state, national and international universities
By completing the SACE, students prepare for further learning, work, and life, by:
• Building essential skills and knowledge
• Making informed choices about future study and work, based on their strengths and interests
• Gain a certificate that gives them a head-start on their pathway beyond school
There are two ‘stages’ of the SACE:
• Stage 1 is generally completed in Year 11
• Stage 2 is generally completed in Year 12

SACE requirements
•
•
•

Students need 200 credits to achieve the SACE
Most 10-credit subjects are studied over one semester, and most 20-credit subjects are studied over two
semesters
For compulsory subjects students need to achieve a C grade or higher for Stage 1 and a C- grade or higher
for Stage 2 requirements to achieve their SACE

Stage 1 and/or Stage 2 Compulsory Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literacy – from a range of English subjects or courses (20 credits)
Numeracy – from a range of mathematics subjects or courses (10 credits).
Personal Learning Plan (stage 1) – 10 credits
Research Project (stage 2) – 10 credits
Successful completion of 60 credits at Stage 2 level (VET or SACE approved subjects)
Additional Requirements – 90 credits from Stage 1 or 2

Flexible pathways
•
•
•

The SACE is flexible, and caters for learning both in and outside school
Students can combine study and part-time work, a traineeship or school-based apprenticeship
Students can receive credit for SACE subjects, vocational education and training, community learning, and
university studies

Recognised learning: The SACE recognises learning both in and outside school, for example:
•
•
•

Vocational Education and Training courses (VET)
University and TAFE courses
Community learning (such as the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award or volunteer work)

*see Appendix B

Vocational Education and Training (VET)
•
•
•

If students prefer hands-on learning or work outside the classroom, they can earn SACE credits for a wide
range of activities
Students can learn on-the-job skills while working towards both the SACE and a VET qualification
VET options are available at both Stage 1 and Stage 2
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MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS
Requirements and compulsory subjects

Credits

Stage 1
Year 10

10

Personal Learning Plan
Stage 1 or Stage 2

Year 11

Literacy (from a range of English subjects and courses)

20

Numeracy (from a range of mathematics subjects and courses)

10

Stage 2
10

Research Project
Year 12

Other Stage 2 subjects and courses

60
(or more*)

Stage 1 or Stage 2
Other Stage 1 or Stage 2 subjects and courses

up to 90
Total credits

200

Most students will complete more than the minimum requirement of 200 SACE credits

STAGE 2
•
•
•
•

Subjects are graded from A+ to E70% of subject assessments (e.g. assignments) will be assessed by the student’s teacher and moderated by
the SACE Board
30% of subject assessments (e.g. investigations/examinations) will be assessed externally by a SACE Board
assessor
To achieve Stage 2, students need to successfully complete 70 credits at Stage 2 level:
o Stage 2 subjects and/or VET (60 credits)
o Research Project (10 credits)

Many students complete subjects or courses worth more than 70 credits at Stage 2, as this can improve
outcomes for applications to further study.
* To qualify for an ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admission Rank), students must meet all SACE requirements and a
minimum of 90 credits of study in Tertiary Admissions Subjects (TAS) and Recognised Studies at Stage 2 level.

Recognition Granted
In some cases, students are granted non-graded SACE credits; this applies to recognised learning programs, for
example Operation Flinders, successful completion of VET competencies and Stage 2 exit assessment credits
The exit assessment provision is designed to provide a record of recognised successful achievement for students
who leave school in the second half of the year or who have made a subject adjustment after enrolments have
closed. To qualify, a student must satisfactorily complete (i.e. C grade or better for Community Studies and/or a Cor better for other 20-credit Stage 2 subjects) approximately half the program and assessment, reflected in the
learning and assessment plan.
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ACHIEVING THE CREDITS YOU NEED

Parents and students are encouraged to visit the SACE website, www.sace.sa.edu.au, in particular the “Studying
the SACE” section. “Welcome to the SACE”– a student guide, is an easy to follow overview of SACE (distributed to
students in 2019); this PDF can be located by following this link: https://www.sace.sa.edu.au/studying/your-sace/whatis-the-sace

SACE CAPABILITIES
Through its subjects, the SACE Board fosters the development of a common set of capabilities to ensure that all
students, whatever their learning pathways, are able to develop and demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and
understandings for success in the SACE and beyond.
The following seven general capabilities underpin the SACE:
 literacy
 numeracy
 information and communications technology
 critical and creative thinking
 personal and social
 ethical understanding
 intercultural understanding
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FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
SCHOOL BASED APPRENTICESHIPS AND TRAINEESHIPS [SBATs]
Students who are completing an SBAT [formerly known as ASBA] are full-time students involved in part-time work. A
SBAT is a combination of school, practical paid work and structured training, which is agreed upon by the student,
employer, trainer and school. A Contract of Training is completed which is a legally binding agreement. The Contract
identifies the Registered Training Organisation (RTO) and the training required by the employee (to be delivered by
the RTO and the employer) and outlines all obligations of all parties. The Training Plan attached to the Contract of
Training requires the signature of the school as evidence that the apprenticeship is school-based and an integral part
of the school program.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET)
VET is education and training that gives students skills for work. VET operates through a national training system and
is delivered, assessed and certified by Registered Training Organisations. Students completing a SBAT or enrolled
under the TGSS, will study VET units. Successful completion of units contribute towards their SACE completion.
Often, students complete only a portion of the competencies within a certificate (but not the full qualification); these
are grouped together (35 nominal hours = 5 credits) and contribute towards their SACE - an example of this is
embedded VET.
The recognition arrangements for VET in the SACE enable students to include VET units of competencies and
qualifications as part of their SACE. Students can gain recognition for up to 150 credits at Stage 1 and/or 2.
In 2019, student involvement in offsite VET, included: Certificate 2 in Automotive Servicing and Certificate 3 in
Fitness.

TRAINING GUARANTEE FOR SACE STUDENTS (TGSS)
The TGSS is for students who want to start a planned vocational pathway. TGSS is funded by the South Australian
Government under “Skills for All”. Students must be:
• 16 years or older
• Planning to complete a Certificate III qualification or higher soon after leaving school
• Undertaking at least 210 nominal hours of nationally accredited VET as an integral part of their senior
secondary school program
• Undertake at least 70 hours of work placement related to the qualification being studied.
TGSS is not available to students who are employed under a training contract as part of a school-based
apprenticeship.

Credit in the SACE:




70 nominal hours equates to 10 credits (35 hours equals 5 credits); only competencies within the same certificate
can be grouped together.
The Australian Qualifications Framework defines the SACE level assigned to the various Certificates of Training.
E.g. Units from: Certificate II in Retail – Stage 1 equivalent; Certificate II in Automotive – Stage 2 equivalent.
A completed Certificate III qualification can be counted towards a student’s ATAR. Their subject achievement
scores in three TAS subjects are averaged and this mark (out of 20) is assigned to the Certificate III qualification –
this can now be used to determine a student’s best ATAR.
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OPEN ACCESS & LOCAL DELIVERY
The Open Access College provides courses for students who are unable for any reason to attend normal face-toface classes with a teacher.
Students have one lesson per week with their teacher over the telephone. Sometimes this may include a computer
link-up as well as the telephone link. For the other four lessons, students work independently on assignments set by
the College using course materials that they provide.
Students will be enrolled in Open Access courses subject to approval; after negotiation with students, families and
course counsellors. Senior students at Burra Community School can enrol in Open Access subjects when we are
unable to run a class due to small numbers and the student needs to do a subject (prerequisite/assumed knowledge)
for entry into their preferred pathway. One subject only is the maximum number of open access subjects a student is
able to enrol in unless it is an assumed knowledge or prerequisite subject for a tertiary course. The Open Access
College amends subject offerings annually based on student demand and staff availability. For more information visit:
www.openaccess.edu.au

Local Delivery is another option we will explore if we are unable to provide Year 12 students with their preferred
subjects in a face-to-face mode. Local Delivery involves being part of a class that is taught by a teacher in a nearby
school and delivered using eLearning technologies [phone, video, internet linkages] with 3 – 5 scheduled lessons per
week). Local Delivery options vary greatly from year to year. We will investigate this option during the counselling
process with students and families if the need arises.
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FURTHER STUDY
The Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)
•
•
•
•
•

A measure of a student’s overall achievement in the SACE compared with other students
Used by universities in the selection of school leavers for a place in university courses
Ranges from 0 to 99.95
For 2020 entry, a student’s ATAR will be calculated from university aggregate, based on 90 credits of study in
Tertiary Admissions Subjects (TAS) and Recognised Studies at Stage 2 level.
Calculated from Stage 2 subjects taken over any three attempts.

University Aggregate
The university aggregate is calculated from your best scaled scores from three 20 credit TAS subjects plus
the best outcome from the flexible option. (See pages 12 – 16 of the Tertiary Entrance Booklet.)



Applying for university
To be eligible, a student will need to have:
•
Completed the SACE
•
Gained an ATAR
•
Gained a university aggregate
•
Met any prerequisite subject requirements needed for the university course
•
Complied with rules regarding subject combinations (precluded subjects) and counting restrictions

Applying for TAFE
•
•
•

TAFE SA recognises the SACE as meeting the Course Admission Requirements for most of its courses
It also considers a variety of other qualifications and experiences in its entry and selection processes
For the most up to date information on course admissions requirements, refer to the TAFE SA website:
www.tafesa.edu.au

More information on university and TAFE entry
•

Full details on university and TAFE entry from 2020 onward can be found in The SATAC Tertiary Entrance
Booklet - “Tertiary Entrance 2020, 2021, 2022” (www.satac.edu.au/satac-publications). This guide is
published by the South Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre (SATAC).

Individual circumstances
•
•
•

The SACE Board offers modified subjects at Stage 1 and Stage 2 for students with identified intellectual
disabilities
A student studying a modified subject will gain credits towards the SACE but not a grade for the subject;
instead successful achievement is recorded as ‘Completed’
Any modified subjects a student has studied will be listed on their SACE certificate

Special Provisions
•
•
•

Special provisions are available if a student has an illness, disability or unforeseen circumstance which
significantly impacts their ability to participate in an assessment
If a student applies for special provisions they need to provide evidence of how this impacts their ability to
access assessment conditions
For more information, visit the SACE website

Further information
•
•
•

Visit the SACE website: “Studying the SACE” www.sace.sa.edu.au
Visit the SATAC Website: www.satac.edu.au
Talk with the teachers
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SUBJECT OFFERINGS 2020
NB: Subjects offered and taught will be determined by both student choice numbers and staffing.
NB: Some subjects only run for one semester.
Compulsory SACE Subjects Stage 1:
 PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN (for students who did not complete in 2019)
 ENGLISH (full-year)
 MATHEMATICS (full-year) [One semester by negotiation.]
 RESEARCH PRACTICES [compulsory for all Year 11 students at Burra Community School].
Compulsory SACE Subjects Stage 2:
 RESEARCH PROJECT

General Choice Subjects
STAGE 1
ARTS
 Visual Arts – Art
 Visual Arts – Design
 Drama
BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE AND TECHNOLOGY
• Design and Technology – Communication
Products
• Design and Technology - Material Products
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
• Community Studies**
• Personal Learning Plan
• Research Practices
ENGLISH
• English A & B
• Essential English A & B
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
• Food and Hospitality A & B
• Physical Education A & B
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
• Tourism
• History
• Geography
MATHEMATICS
• Essential Mathematics A & B
• General Mathematics A & B
• Mathematics A & B
SCIENCES
• Agriculture A & B
• Biology A & B
• Chemistry A & B#
• Physics A & B
If a student is planning to study Stage 2 Physics,
Chemistry or Mathematics then the subject must be
successfully studied for a full year at Stage 1.
Students wishing to complete Stage 2 Mathematical
Methods are encouraged to study three semesters of
Maths at Stage 1. Students planning to study
Specialist Mathematics in Year 12 must complete at
least three (preferably four), units of Mathematics in
Year 11 (students will be required to study at least one
unit via the Open Access College or via local delivery).

STAGE 2
ARTS
 Visual Arts – Art*
BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE AND TECHNOLOGY
• Design and Technology – Communication
Products
• Workplace Practices
CROSS-DISCIPLINARY
• Community Studies A and B +
• Integrated Learning^
• Research Project
ENGLISH
• English
• Essential English
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
• Food and Hospitality
• Physical Education (new course in 2020)
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
• Tourism
• Modern History
MATHEMATICS
• Essential Mathematics
• General Mathematics
• Mathematical Methods*
SCIENCES
• Agricultural Production
• Biology
• Chemistry
• Physics

*Offered via Open Access in 2020
# Community Studies at Stage 1 is usually offered as
an alternative to mainstream subjects once the
timetable is completed.
+ Community Studies B is offered as a conversion
subject only (see subject information).
^Integrated Learning can be used as an alternative
delivery mode for some subjects (see subject
information).
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AGRICULTURE
Stage 1 Agriculture A

Stage 2 Agricultural
Production

Stage 1 Agriculture B
The study of Agriculture and Horticulture provides students with the opportunity to develop skills in investigation
design, practical techniques, communication, analysis and evaluation of information, and to obtain knowledge and
understanding relevant to primary industries. Students investigate issues through topics related to animals, plants,
fungi, micro-organisms, soils, climate, water, and/or technology, and in a local, national and/or global context.
Experiments are a part of practical investigations in the study of Agriculture and Horticulture and may take place on
farms or other relevant locations, and may use a variety of data-collecting procedures.
Stage 1 Agriculture can be studied as one or two 10 credit subjects. Stage 2 Agriculture and Horticulture can be
studied as a 10 or 20 credit subject, however it is highly recommended that students select this subject for a full year
(20 credits).
Stage 1 Agriculture A & B
Credits

1AGU10A/B
10

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Year 10
Agriculture, practical work ethic.
Content
Students study topics within one, or a combination of
the following themes:
The three strands of science to be integrated
throughout this course:
 science inquiry skills
 science as a human endeavour
 science understanding.
The topics in Stage 1 Agriculture are:
Topic 1: Principles of Agriculture
Topic 2: Enterprise Management.
Semester 1: Principles of Agriculture
Anatomy and Physiology
Plant and Animal Health
Agriculture Production Skills
Innovation and Technology
Semester 2: Livestock
Plant and animal Production
Marketing Methods
Business Planning
Environmental Management
Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
Agriculture Explorations:
Agriculture Reports 50%
Applications 50%
At least one science as human endeavour explorations
4 assessment tasks in total for a 10 credit course.

Stage 2 Agricultural Production
Credits

2AHP20
20

Prerequisites: Successful at stage 1
Preferred Knowledge and Skills: A good pass in at
least one semester of Stage 1 Agriculture or in another
Stage 1 Science subject, sound practical skills.
This subject focuses on the scientific and technological
principles on which agricultural and horticultural
management, practice, and production are based.
The three strands of science to be integrated
throughout student learning are:
 science inquiry skills
 science as a human endeavour
 science understanding.
The topics for Stage 2 Agricultural Production are:
Topic 1: Animal Production
Topic 2: Plant Production
Topic 3: Resource Management
Topic 4: Agribusiness.
Three agricultural reports: two with a practical focus,
including one with individual student design, and one
with a focus on science as a human endeavour
Three applications tasks
One production investigation.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Agricultural Reports (30%)
Assessment Type 2: Applications (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Production Investigation
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ART
Stage 1 Visual Arts - Art

Stage 2 Visual Arts - Art

Stage 1 Visual Arts - Design

Stage 2 Visual Arts - Design

Stage 1 Visual Arts can be studied as one or two 10 credit subjects. At Stage 2, students can complete 20 credits of
either Visual Arts – Art or Visual Arts – Design (or both), however, only one can be included for the calculation of a
student’s ATAR (precluded combination).
Students research, analyse, explore and experiment with media and technique, and resolve and produce practical
work. They use visual thinking and investigation to develop ideas and concepts, refine technical skills, and produce
imaginative solutions. Students learn to communicate personal ideas, beliefs, values, thoughts, feelings, concepts
and opinions, and provide observations of their lived or imagined experiences in visual form.
The broad area of Art encompasses both artistic and crafting methods and outcomes. The processes of creation
include the initiation and development of ideas, research, analysis, and exploration, experimentation with media and
technique, and resolution and production of practical work.
The broad area of Design encompasses communication and graphic design, environmental design, and product
design. It emphasises a problem-solving approach, and the development of visual representation skills to
communicate resolutions.
Stage 1 Visual Arts – Art
Stage 1 Visual Arts – Design
Credits

1VAA10
1VAD10
10

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Year 10 Art
Students research, analyse, explore and experiment
with media and technique, and resolve and produce
practical work. They use visual thinking and
investigation to develop ideas and concepts, refine
technical skills, and produce imaginative solutions.
Students learn to communicate personal ideas, beliefs,
values, thoughts, feelings, concepts and opinions, and
provide observations of their lived or imagined
experiences in visual form.
Content
 Visual Thinking
 Practical Resolution
 Visual Arts in Context
Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
Folio
Practical
Visual Study

Stage 2 Visual Arts – Art
2VAA20
Stage 2 Visual Art – Design
2VAD20
Credits
20
Prerequisites: Nil
Preferred Knowledge and Skills: Satisfactory
completion of at least one semester of Stage 1 Art.
Content
Visual Thinking
Visual Arts in Context

Practical

Resolution

Visual Thinking includes the ability to view works of
art or design and understand the visual codes that
describe, explain, analyse, interpret and ultimately to
develop a personal visual aesthetic; visually record
inspirations, influences, ideas, thoughts, messages,
media, analysis of works of art or design
Practical Resolution
Art: video, installation, assemblage, digital imaging,
painting, drawing, mixed media, printmaking,
photography, wood, plastic, or metal fabrication,
sculpture, ceramics, and textiles
Design
product design: e.g. toy, fashion, furniture
environmental design: e.g. sustainable interior and
exterior design
graphic and visual communication design: e.g.
branding, illustration, and advertising
Visual Arts in Context
Students are provided with opportunities to
contextualise art or design; that is, to place works of
art or design culturally, socially, and/or historically.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Folio (40%)
Assessment Type 2: Practical (30%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Visual Study
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BIOLOGY
Stage 1 Biology A
Stage 2 Biology
Stage 1 Biology B
In Biology, students learn about the cellular structures and functions of a range of organisms. They have the
opportunity to engage with the work of biologists and to join and initiate debates about how biology impacts on their
lives, society, and the environment. Students design, conduct, and gather evidence during various biological
investigations.
Biology A and B are 10 credit subjects. Students wishing to undertake Stage 2 Biology the following year are strongly
advised to enrol in at least Semester 1 – Biology A. Stage 2 Biology is a full year, 20 credit subject which includes a 2hour examination for the 30% external assessment component.
Stage 1 Biology
1BIGA/B
Credits
10
Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of at least one
semester of Year 10 Science
Content
Students study topics within one, or a combination of
the following areas.
Topic 1: Cells and micro-organisms
 Cell theory
 Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell types
 Cell division
 Energy (photosynthesis & respiration)
 Transport of materials
 Enzymes and metabolic processes
 Micro-organisms- growth and survival
 Importance of microbes
 Food spoilage
Topic 2: Infectious diseases
 Distinguish between disease types
 Factors that affect disease spread
 Control of diseases
 Pathogens
 Immune system- components, functions &
immunity
Topic 3: Multicellular organisms
 Hierarchical structure
 Organ systems
 Lifestyle choices affecting human health
 Exchange systems – plants and animals
 Absorption of nutrients – plants and animals
 Removal of wastes- excretory system in humans
Topic 4: Biodiversity & Ecosystem dynamics
 Biodiversity
 Classification
 Adaptations
 Human impact on ecosystems
 Biogeochemical cycles
 Relationships & interactions within ecosystems
 Ecological Succession
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Investigations folio (includes practical investigations
and Science as a Human Endeavour)
Skills & Applications Tasks

Stage 2 Biology
2BIG20
Credits
20
Prerequisites: 10 Credits of Stage 1 Biology or
Chemistry
Conceptual knowledge and understanding in Stage 2
Biology are supported through biological inquiry and
communication about biological phenomena. Data and
information, including observations from investigations
provide the evidence on which decisions are made.
Biological investigations are carried out by students
through individual and collaborative activities.
Content
The Stage 2 Biology subject outline is organised
around the following four themes:
Topic 1: DNA and Proteins
 The structure of DNA
 Structure and function of proteins
 Enzymes
 Gene expression and mutation
 DNA profiling
 Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology
Topic 2: Cells as the Basis of Life
 Cell structure
 Cellular respiration
 Cell division
 The cell cycle
 Cell culturing
Topic 3: Homeostasis
 Maintaining a stable internal environment
 Tolerance limits of organisms
 Nervous System
 Endocrine System
Topic 4: Evolution
 Evolution of life
 Reproductive isolation mechanisms
 Evolution and natural selection
 Speciation
 Human impact on biodiversity
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Investigations Folio (30%)
Type 2: Skills and Applications Tasks (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Examination – 2

hours
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CHEMISTRY
Stage 1 Chemistry A

Stage 1 Chemistry B

Stage 2 Chemistry

In Chemistry, students study the matter that makes up materials, and the properties, uses, means of production, and
reactions of these materials. They undertake a critical study of the social and environmental impact of materials and
chemical processes.
Students consider how human beings make use of the Earth’s resources and the impact of human activities on the
environment. They develop investigation skills, and an understanding of the physical world that enables them to be
questioning, reflective, and critical thinkers.
Stage 1 Chemistry A & B are 10 credit subjects. Chemistry B cannot be selected if Chemistry A has not been
competed in Semester 1. A full year of Stage 1 Chemistry must be successfully completed for students to qualify for
enrolment in Stage 2 Chemistry. Stage 2 Chemistry is a full year, 20 credit subject; a 2 hour examination constitutes
the external assessment component.
Stage 1 Chemistry A & B
Credits

1CEM10A/B
10 credits per semester

Stage 2 Chemistry
Credits

2CME20
20

Prerequisites: Chemistry A – Above satisfactory
results in Year 10 science. Chemistry B – successful
completion of Chemistry A.
Content

Prerequisites: Strong passing grades in Stage 1
Chemistry A & B

Topic 1: Materials and their atoms

The topics for Stage 2 Chemistry are:
Topic 1: Monitoring the Environment
1.1 Global warming and
climate change
1.2 Photochemical smog
1.3 Volumetric analysis
1.4 Chromatography
1.5 Atomic spectroscopy
Topic 2: Managing Chemical Processes
2.1 Rates of reactions
2.2 Equilibrium and yield
2.3 Optimising production
Topic 3: Organic and Biological Chemistry
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Alcohols
3.3 Aldehydes and Ketones
3.4 Carbohydrates
3.5 Carboxylic acids
3.6 Amines
3.7 Esters
3.8 Amides
3.9 Triglycerides
3.10
Proteins
Topic 4: Managing Resources
4.1
Energy
4.2
Water
4.3
Soil
4.4
Materials






Properties and uses of materials
Atomic structure
Quantities of atoms
The Periodic Table

Topic 2: Combinations of atoms





Types of materials
Bonding between atoms
Quantities of molecules and ions

Topic 3: Molecules






Molecule polarity
Interactions between molecules
Hydrocarbons
Polymers

Topic 4: Mixtures and solutions






Miscibility and solutions
Solutions of ionic substances
Quantities in reactions
Energy in reactions

Topic 5: Acids and Bases





Proton transfer theory
Reactions of acids and bases
The pH scale

Topics

Topic 6: Redox reactions and metal reactivity





Concepts of oxidation and reduction
Metal Reactivity
Electrochemistry

Assessment
Investigations Folio (includes practical and Science as
a Human Endeavour (SHE) investigations)
Skills and Applications Tasks (SATS)

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Folio (30%)
Type 2: Skills and Applications Tasks (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Examination – 2 hours
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COMMUNITY STUDIES
Stage 1 Community Studies

Stage 2 Community Studies A & B

Community Studies offers students the opportunity to learn in a community context and to interact with teachers,
peers, and community members beyond the school environment. Students decide the focus of their community
activity, which begins from a point of personal interest, skill or knowledge. By setting challenging and achievable
goals in a community activity, students enhance their skills and understandings in a guided and supported learning
program. They develop their capability to work independently and to apply their skills and knowledge in practical
ways in their community.
Stage 1 Community Studies

1COM10/1COM20

Credits: Stage 1 Community Studies may be
undertaken as a 10-credit subject or a 20-credit
subject.
Prerequisites: Nil
Content
In developing an individual program of learning around
his or her interests, knowledge, and skills, each
student prepares a contract of work to undertake a
community activity in one of the following six areas of
study:







Arts and the Community
Communication and the Community
Foods and the Community
Health, Recreation, and the Community
Science, Technology, and the Community
Work and the Community.

As part of their program of learning, students may
undertake a community activity that applies to more
than one area of study. The area of study chosen
should reflect the primary focus or emphasis of the
activity.
Assessment
Contract of Work (Community Activity)
Reflection

Stage 2 Learning Program
There are four major differences between the Stage 1
and Stage 2 learning programs. At Stage 2, students:
 are involved with a section of the community
beyond the school
 present their activity to a community audience and
invite feedback on this presentation
 present evidence of their learning for school and
external assessment
 evaluate the completion of the contract, the
feedback received, and their own learning, as part
of their reflection for the external assessment
component.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Contract of Work
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 2: Reflection.
Content – Community Studies B
Community Studies B was first introduced in 2016 as
an option for students who wanted to study the same
content as in mainstream subjects but under adjusted
assessment conditions. Students who choose this
option, study the same content as the TAS subject
however assessment tasks are modified to enable
students to achieve at the highest possible level of
achievement.
There are three Community Studies B Learning Areas

Stage 2 Community Studies A & B (Various codes)
Credits
10 or 20
Stage 2 Community Studies may be undertaken as a
10-credit subject or a 20-credit subject. Stage 2
Community Studies is not a TAS subject.
Prerequisites: Nil
Content – Community Studies A
Each student prepares a contract of work to undertake
a community activity in one of the following six areas
of study:







Humanities and the Community
2UBY10/20
Interdisciplinary Learning & the Community 2IBY10/20
STEM and the Community
2SBY10/20
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to
demonstrate their learning in Stage 2 Community
Studies B:
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Folio
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 2: Community Application Activity

Arts and the Community
Communication and the Community
Foods and the Community
Health, Recreation, and the Community
Science, Technology, and the Community
Work and the Community
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Stage 1: Communication Products
(Digital Photography)

Stage 2: Communication Products
(Digital Photography)

Stage 1: Material Products
(Woodwork/Metalwork)

Stage 2: Material Products
(Woodwork/Metalwork)

Through the study of Design and Technology students develop the ability to identify, create, initiate and develop
products, processes or systems. Students learn to use tools, materials and systems safely and competently to
complete a product. They explore technologies in both contemporary and historical settings, and analyse the impacts of
technology, including social, environmental and sustainable consequences.
Communication Products
1CCP10A/B/C
(A & B: Digital Photography or C; CAD)
Credits
10 or 20
Prerequisites: Nil
In this focus area, students use images, sounds, or
other data to design and make products that
communicate information.
Contexts
include
computer-aided
programs,
graphics, multimedia, photography, or web-design.
Material Products
1MMP10A/B
(A: Woodwork and B: Metalwork)
Credits
10 per semester
Prerequisites: Successful completion of Year 10
Design and Technology

Communication Products
(Digital Photography)
Credits

2CCA20
20

Prerequisites: Nil, however a ‘C’ grade or better in
one unit of Stage 1 Communication Products gives
students an advantage in terminology and the unique
approach of this subject.
Communication Products involves the use of
materials, such as symbols, signs, behaviour, speech,
light, images, sound, or other data to design and make
products that communicate information. Students
produce outcomes that demonstrate the knowledge
and skills associated
with manipulation of
communication media, both manual and digital.
Examples of contexts for communication products
include: computer-aided design, photography, web
design.

Content
Material Products:
Students use a range of manufacturing technologies
such as tools, machines, equipment, and/or systems
to design and make products with resistant materials.
Contexts include metals, plastics, wood, composites,
ceramics, and textiles.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (20%)
Type 2: Product (50%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Folio (30%)

Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
Skills and Applications Tasks
Folio
Product

Material Products
2MMA20
Credits
20
Prerequisites: 10 credits of Stage 1 Material Products

* Students are required to provide some of their own
consumables for this subject (cost implication).

Material Products involves the use of a diverse range
of manufacturing technologies such as tools,
machines, and/or systems to convert resistant
materials into useful products. Students produce
outcomes that demonstrate the knowledge and skills
associated with using systems, processes, and
resistant materials such as metals, plastics, wood,
composites, ceramics
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (20%)
Type 2: Product (50%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Folio
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DRAMA
Students have the opportunity to develop their curiosity and imagination, creativity, individuality, personal identity,
self- esteem and confidence. They also have opportunities to improve their skills in experimentation, communication,
self-discipline, collaboration, teamwork, and leadership. Students learn to acknowledge and respect diversity and
different perspectives on the world.
Stage 1 Drama
Credits

1DRM10
10

Prerequisites: Nil

Content
Students will have the opportunity to participate in the
planning, rehearsal and performance of a scripted
performance piece. This area will allow students to
continue to develop their skills and understanding of
the Dramatic process of creating and presenting a
performance. Students will have to option to take on
either an on-stage or offstage role to develop a piece
that is presented to an audience.
Students explore ways in which theories and practices
have shaped, and continue to shape Drama. Topics
could include the study of, texts, films, particular roles
(e.g. directing, lighting design, make-up design), a
specific theory, genre or style, or a particular dramatic
period of time.
Students also have the opportunity to choose and
investigate an area of study in the dramatic arts that
interests them.
Students will be expected to
investigate research, develop and demonstrate their
understanding of an area of interest, for a hypothetical
performance.

Themes
 Presentation of Dramatic works
 Dramatic Theory and Practice
 Individual Investigation and Presentation
Possible Innovators for study:
 Konstantin Stanislavsky
 Antonin Artaud
 Alfred Hitchcock
 Baz Luhrman
 Bertolt Brecht
 Tim Burton
Possible Play-Script
 Caryl Churchill – Cloud Nine, Top Girls
 Anton Chekhov – the Seagull
 Henrick Ibsen – A Doll’s House
 Eugene’ Ionesco – Rhinoceros, The Bald
Prima Donna
 Bertolt Brecht – Mother Courage
 William Shakespeare – The Tempest,
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
 Performance
 Folio
 Investigation and Presentation
 Presentation of Dramatic works
 Dramatic Theory and Practice
 Individual Investigation and Presentation
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ENGLISH
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

English
2 x 10 credits

English
20 credits

The study of English provides students with a focus for informed and effective participation in education, training, the
workplace and their personal environment. Students read, view, write and compose, listen and speak, and use
information and communication technologies in appropriate ways for different purposes. The Stage 1 English subjects
cater for students with a range of learning styles and connects with the Stage 2 English subjects. Students who
complete 20 credits of this subject at Stage 1, with a C grade or better will meet the literacy requirement of the SACE.
Burra Community School will offer English and Essential English at Stage 1 and 2.
Stage 1 English
Credits

1ESH10
2 x 10

Stage 2 English
Credits

2ESH20
20

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Year 10
English

Prerequisites: Successful completion of 20 Credits of
Stage 1 English.

Content
In English, students analyse the interrelationship
between author, text, and audience with an emphasis
on how language and stylistic features shape ideas
and perspectives in a range of contexts. They consider
social, cultural, economic, historical, and/or political
perspectives in texts and their representation of
human experience and the world.

Content: This subject focuses on the development of
English skills, and in particular the communication
process. Students learn to recognise the conventions
of different text types and contexts. They consider the
role of language in communication between
individuals, groups and organisations. By reading,
writing, viewing, listening and speaking, and through
the use of information and communication
technologies, students develop literacy skills in a
broad range of contexts.

Students explore how the purpose of a text is achieved
through application of text conventions and stylistic
choices to position the audience to respond to ideas
and perspectives. An understanding of purpose,
context, and audience is applied in students’ own
creation of imaginative, interpretive, analytical, and
persuasive texts that may be written, oral, and/or
multimodal.
Assessment at Stage 1 is school based.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
• Assessment Type 1: Responding to Texts (40%)
• Assessment Type 2: Creating Texts (40%)
• Assessment Type 3: Intertextual Study (20%)

Texts studied include:
 ‘Bowling for Columbine’ by Michael Moore.

‘The Road’ by Cormac McCarthy.
 ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’ by Tennessee
Williams.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Responding to Texts (30%)
Assessment Type 2: Creating Texts (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Comparative Analysis
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ESSENTIAL ENGLISH
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

Essential English

Essential English

Stage 1 Essential English
Credits

1ETE10
2 x 10

Stage 2 Essential English
Credits

2ETE20
20

Prerequisites: Completion of Year 10 English.
Content
In this subject students respond to and create texts in
and for a range of personal, social, cultural,
community, and/or workplace contexts.
Students understand and interpret information, ideas,
and perspectives in texts and consider ways in which
language choices are used to create meaning. Texts
for analysis include an Australian play and various
commercial publications. Students question texts
and/or purposes of texts, and develop a fuller
understanding of the texts by predicting meaning,
using their understanding of conventions and language
features.
By examining the links between language and the
context in which texts are produced, students are
supported to create their own texts. Students develop
their skills in using appropriate vocabulary, accurate
spelling, punctuation, and grammar to enable effective
communication. They create a range of texts, using
appropriate language features, content, and mediums
for different purposes, audiences, and contexts.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
• Assessment Type 1: Responding to Texts (50%)
• Assessment Type 2: Creating Texts (50%)

Prerequisites: 20 credits of Stage 1 English or
Essential English or combination of both.
Content
This subject is divided into three distinct sections:
1. Responding to texts:
Students produce three responses to texts. At least
one of the responses must be produced in written
form, and at least one in oral form. Students respond
to a range of texts that instruct, engage, challenge,
inform, and connect readers. They consider
information, ideas, and perspectives represented in
the chosen texts.
2. Creating Texts:
Students create three texts for procedural, imaginative,
analytical, persuasive, and/or interpretive purposes.
One must be an advocacy text that argues for an
issue, cause, or process relevant to a context in which
the student is living, studying, and/or working. At least
one of the responses must be in written form, and at
least one in oral form.
3. Language Study:
The language study focuses on the use of language by
people in a context outside of the classroom and is
chosen by the student. The focus of study is an
understanding of the use of spoken, non-verbal, visual,
and/or written language.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Responding to Texts (30%)
Assessment Type 2: Creating Texts (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Language Study (30%)
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FOOD AND HOSPITALITY
Stage 1: Food and Hospitality

Stage 2: Food and Hospitality

Students focus on the dynamic nature of the food and hospitality industry in Australian society. They develop an
understanding of contemporary approaches and issues related to food and hospitality. Students work independently
and collaboratively to achieve common goals. They develop skills and safe work practices in the preparation, storage
and handling of food, complying with current health and safety legislation. Students investigate and debate
contemporary food and hospitality issues and current management practices.
At Stage 1, students can study either or both semester subjects.
* Students are required to provide some of their own consumables for this subject (cost implication).
Stage 1 Food and Hospitality
Credits

1FOH10A/B
10 per semester

Prerequisites: Nil
In Stage 1 Food and Hospitality, students examine
some of the factors that influence people’s food
choices and the health implications of those choices.
They also gain an understanding of the diversity of the
food and hospitality industry in meeting the needs of
local people and visitors.
Content
Students study topics within one or more of the
following three areas of study:
 Food, the Individual and the Family
 Local and Global Issues in Food and Hospitality
 Trends in Food and Culture
 Food and Safety
 Food and Hospitality Industry
Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
Practical Activity (50%)

Practical Activity (25%)
Practical Activity (25%)

Stage 2 Food and Hospitality
Credits

2FOH10
10 or 20

Prerequisites: Nil, however successful completion of
at least 10 credits of Stage 1 Food and Hospitality is
desirable.
Content
Stage 2 Food and Hospitality focuses on the
contemporary and changing nature of the food and
hospitality industry. Students critically examine
attitudes and values about the food and hospitality
industry
and
the
influences
of
economic,
environmental, legal, political, sociocultural, and
technological factors at local, national, and global
levels. Students develop relevant knowledge and skills
as consumers and/or industry workers. Students may
be required to participate in activities outside school
hours, both within the school and in the wider
community to replicate environments reflective of
industry.
There are five areas of study in Stage 2 Food and
Hospitality, as described below.
Content
 Contemporary and Future Issues
 Economic and Environmental Influences
 Political and Legal Influences
 Sociocultural Influences
 Technological Influences
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Practical Activity (50%)
Assessment Type 2: Group Activity (20%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Investigation
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MATHEMATICS
Mathematics is a compulsory subject of the Australian Curriculum. To meet the SACE compulsory Numeracy
Requirement, students are required to study and pass (C or better) 10 credits of Mathematics at Stage 1. Students
must study a minimum of two semesters of Stage 1 Mathematics in preparation for Stage 2 Mathematics.

Mathematical Options
The diagram below represents the possible mathematical options that students might study at Stage 1 and Stage 2.

Stage 2 Specialist Mathematics
2MSC20
Specialist Mathematics draws on and deepens students’ mathematical knowledge, skills, and understanding, and
provides opportunities for students to develop their skills in using rigorous mathematical arguments and proofs, and
using mathematical models. It includes the study of functions and calculus. The subject leads to study in a range of
tertiary courses such as mathematical sciences, engineering, computer science, and physical sciences.
Specialist Mathematics is designed to be studied in conjunction with Mathematical Methods.
Students need to successfully complete 4 semesters of stage 1 Mathematics (B grade or higher) to be recommended
for this subject. Specialist Mathematics will be delivered via Open Access.
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MATHEMATICS
STAGE 1

STAGE 2

Essential Mathematics
Mathematics 20 credits
General Mathematics
Mathematics 30 credits
Mathematical Methods
Mathematics 30 or 40 credits

Stage 1 Mathematics
Credits

1MAM10A/B/C/D
10 to 40

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Year 10
mathematics (desirable to a good to high level)
Mathematics develops an increasingly complex and
sophisticated understanding of calculus, statistics,
mathematical arguments and proofs, and using
mathematical models. By using functions, their
derivatives and integrals, and by mathematically
modelling physical processes, students develop a
deep understanding of the physical world through a
sound knowledge of relationships involving rates of
change. Students use statistics to describe and
analyse phenomena that involve uncertainty and
variation.
Content
Topics provide a blending of algebraic and geometric
thinking. In this subject there is a progression of
content, applications, and level of sophistication and
abstraction. Stage 1 Mathematics consists of the
following list of twelve topics:
 Functions and graphs
 Polynomials
 Trigonometry
 Counting and Statistics
 Growth and Decay
 Introduction to Differential Calculus
 Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences and Series
 Geometry
 Vectors in the Plane
 Further Trigonometry
 Matrices
 Real and Complex Numbers.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Assessment Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks
(80%)
Assessment Type 2: Mathematical Investigation (20%)

Specialist Mathematics

Stage 2 Mathematical Methods
Credits

2MHS20
20

Prerequisites: Successful completion of 30 credits of
Stage 1 Mathematics (MAM) (B grade or higher
recommended)
Content
 Working with Statistics
 Algebraic Models from Data
 Calculus — Describing Change
 Linear Models — Managing Resources
Mathematical Methods develops an increasingly
complex and sophisticated understanding of calculus
and statistics. By using functions and their derivatives
and integrals, and by mathematically modelling
physical processes, students develop a deep
understanding of the physical world through a sound
knowledge of relationships involving rates of change.
Students use statistics to describe and analyse
phenomena that involve uncertainty and variation.
Mathematical Methods provides the foundation for
further study in mathematics, economics, computer
sciences, and the sciences. It prepares students for
courses and careers that may involve the use of
statistics, such as health or social sciences. When
studied together with Specialist Mathematics, this
subject can be a pathway to engineering, physical
science, and laser physics.
Students who complete this subject with a C– or better
will meet the numeracy requirement of the SACE.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (50%)
Type 2: Folio – 2 Investigations (20%)
External Assessment (30%)
Type 3: Examination – 3 hours
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GENERAL MATHEMATICS
General Mathematics 20 credits
Stage 1 General Mathematics
Credits

1MGM10A/B
10 per semester

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Year 10
Mathematics
Content
General Mathematics extends students’ mathematical
skills in ways that apply to practical problem solving. A
problem-based approach is integral to the
development of mathematical models and the
associated key ideas in the topics. These topics cover
a diverse range of applications of mathematics,
including
personal
financial
management,
measurement and trigonometry, the statistical
investigation process, modelling using linear and nonlinear functions, and discrete modelling using networks
and matrices.
Successful completion of this subject at Stage 2
prepares students for entry to tertiary courses
requiring
a
non-specialised
background
in
mathematics.
In this subject there is an emphasis on consolidating
students’ computational and algebraic skills and
expanding their ability to reason and analyse
mathematically.
Stage 1 General Mathematics consists of the following
seven topics:
 Investing and Borrowing
 Measurement
 Statistical Investigation
 Applications of Trigonometry
 Linear and Exponential Functions and their
Graphs
 Matrices and Networks

Stage 2 General Mathematics
Stage 2 General Mathematics
Credits

2MGM20
20

Prerequisites: Successful completion of 20 credits of
Stage 1 Mathematics and or General Mathematics
Content
Stage 2 General Mathematics offers students the
opportunity to develop a strong understanding of the
process of mathematical modelling and its application
to problem solving in everyday workplace contexts.
Topics cover a range of mathematical applications
including: linear functions, matrices, statistics, finance
and optimisation.
Topics:
1. Modelling with Linear Relationships
2. Modelling with Matrices
3. Statistical Models
4. Financial Models
5. Discrete Models

Students undertake the study of five topics.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (40%)
Type 2: Mathematical Investigations (30%)
External Assessment (30%)
Type 3: Examination – 2 hours
(Topics 3, 4 and 5 only)

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (70%)
Type 2: Mathematical Investigation (30%)
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ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS
Stage 1 Essential Mathematics

Stage 2 Essential Mathematics

Essential Mathematics is a 10-credit subject or a 20-credit subject at Stage 1, and a 20-credit subject at Stage 2.

Stage 1 Essential Mathematics
Credits

1MEM10A/B
10 or 20

Prerequisites: Year 10 Mathematics
Stage 1 Essential Mathematics offers senior
secondary students the opportunity to extend their
mathematical skills in ways that apply to practical
problem solving in everyday and workplace contexts.
Students apply their mathematics to diverse settings,
including
everyday
calculations,
financial
management, business applications, measurement
and geometry, and statistics in social contexts.
In Essential Mathematics there is an emphasis on
developing students’ computational skills and
expanding their ability to apply their mathematical
skills in flexible and resourceful ways.
This subject is intended for students planning to
pursue a career in a range of trades or vocations.
Topics studied cover a range of applications of
mathematics,
including:
general
calculation,
measurement and geometry, money management,
and statistics.
Content:
Calculations, Time, and Ratio
Earning and Spending
Geometry
Data in Context
Measurement
Investing

Stage 2 Essential Mathematics
Credits

2MEM20
20

Prerequisites: Completion of 20 credits of Stage 1
Essential Mathematics to a high standard (A) or
successful completion of 20 Credits of Stage 1
General Mathematics or Mathematics.
Stage 2 Essential Mathematics prepares students with
the mathematical knowledge, skills, and understanding
needed for entry to a range of practical trades and
vocations.
The term trade is used to suggest a context in a
generic sense to cover a range of industry areas and
occupations such as automotive, building and
construction, electrical, hairdressing, hospitality,
nursing and community services, plumbing, and retail.
Content
In this subject students extend their mathematical
skills in ways that apply to practical problem solving in
everyday and workplace contexts. A problem-based
approach is integral to the development of
mathematical skills and associated key ideas in this
subject.
Topics:
Topic 1: Scales, Plans, and Models
Topic 2: Measurement
Topic 3: Business Applications
Topic 4: Statistics
Topic 5: Investment and Loans
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Assessment Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks
(60%)
Assessment Type 2: Folio (40%)

School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Skills and Applications Tasks (30%)
Type 2: Folio (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Type 3: Examination – 2 hours
(Topics 2, 4 and 5 only)
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STAGE 1 MODERN HISTORY
In the study of Modern History at Stage 1, students explore changes within the world since 1750, examining
developments and movements of significance, the ideas that inspired them, and their short-term and long-term
consequences on societies, systems, and individuals.
Students explore the impacts that these developments and movements had on people’s ideas, perspectives, and
circumstances. They investigate ways in which people, groups, and institutions challenge political structures, social
organisation, and economic models to transform societies.
Students build skills in historical method through inquiry. They examine and evaluate evidence from different sources
and they explore different interpretations of history. Students communicate ideas and develop reasoned historical
arguments.
Stage 1 subject code from 2017:
1MOD10
Credits:
10
Assessment at Stage 1 is school-based.
Topics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to
demonstrate their learning in Stage 1 Modern History.



Imperialism
Decolonisation
Indigenous Peoples
Social Movements
Revolution
Elective

Assessment Type 1: Historical Skills
Assessment Type 2: Historical Study

For a 10 credit subject, students provide evidence of
learning through four assessments.
For a 20 credit subject, students provide evidence of
their learning through eight assessments.

STAGE 1 GEOGRAPHY
Students develop understanding and application of key geographical concepts, and of the interdependence of human
and physical environments. They explore contemporary geographical issues and examine geographical features,
concepts, and issues through the use of a range of skills and techniques, including spatial technologies. Fieldwork, in
its various forms, is central to the study of geography as it enables students to develop their understanding of the
world through direct experience.
Stage 1 subject code from 2017:
Credits:

1GHY10
10

Assessment at Stage 1 is school-based.
Themes and Topics
Theme 1: Sustainable Places
 Topic 1: Rural and/or remote places
 Topic 2: Urban places
 Topic 3: Megacities

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to
demonstrate their learning in Stage 1 Geography:
 Assessment Type 1: Geographical Skills and
Applications
 Assessment Type 2: Fieldwork
For a 10-credit subject, students provide evidence of
their learning through four assessments.
For a 20-credit subject, students provide evidence of
their learning through eight assessments.

Theme 2: Hazards
 Topic 4: Natural Hazards
 Topic 5 : Biological and Human Induced
Hazards
Theme 3: Contemporary Issues
 Topic 6: Local Issues
 Topic 7: Global Issues
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STAGE 2 MODERN HISTORY (2MOD20)

Stage 2 Modern History
Credits:
Prerequisites: none

2MOD20
20

Students investigate the growth of modern nations at a time of rapid global change. They engage in a study of one
nation, and of interactions between or among nations. Students investigate the social, political, and economic
changes that shaped the development of that nation. They develop insights into the characteristics of a modern
nation, and the crises and challenges that have confronted it.
Students explore relationships among nations and groups, examine some significant and distinctive features of the
world since 1945, and consider their impact on the contemporary world.
Through their studies, students build their skills in historical method through inquiry, by examining and evaluating the
nature of sources. This includes who wrote or recorded them, whose history they tell, whose stories are not included
and why and how technology is creating new ways in which histories can be conveyed. Students explore different
interpretations, draw conclusions, and develop reasoned historical arguments.

CONTENT
Stage 2 Modern History is a 20-credit subject.
Students study one topic from ‘Modern nations’ and one topic from ‘The world since 1945’, selected from the following
list of topics:

Modern nations

The world since 1945

Topic 1: Australia (1901–56)

Topic 7: The changing world order (1945– )

Topic 2: United States of America (1914–45)

Topic 8: Australia’s relationship with Asia and
the South Pacific Region (1945– )

Topic 3: Germany (1918–48)

Topic 9: National self-determination in
South-East Asia (1945– )

Topic 4: The Soviet Union and Russia
(1945–c.2004)

Topic 10: The struggle for peace in the
Middle East (1945– )

Topic 5: Indonesia (1942–2005)

Topic 11: Challenges to peace and security
(1945– )

Topic 6: China (1949–c.2012)

Topic 12: The United Nations and
establishment of a global perspective
(1945– )

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Students provide evidence of their learning through seven assessments, including the external assessment
component. Students undertake:
 five historical skills assessments
 one historical study
 one examination.

School assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Historical Skills (50%)
Assessment Type 2: Historical Study (20%)
External assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Examination – 2 hours

**This subject was studied via Open Access in 2019
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INTEGRATED LEARNING
Stage 2 Integrated Learning
Credits
Prerequisites: none

2ILA20 / 2ILB20
10 or 20

Integrated Learning is a subject framework that enables students to make links between aspects of their lives and
their learning.
Schools design Integrated Learning programs for a specific purpose, product, or outcome according to the interests
and needs of students in their local context.
In doing this, schools determine an Integrated Learning program focus.
In Integrated Learning, students develop, extend, and apply critical thinking skills through inquiry about aspects of the
program focus that are of interest to them.
In designing a program focus, teachers consider the interests, capacities, and needs of the student cohort,
approaches to teaching and learning, and forms of assessment in order to maximise opportunities for students to
demonstrate their learning.
The program focus at Burra Community School is directly related to a chosen Stage 2 subject. For example, in 2018
Stage 2 Material Products was delivered as Integrated Learning. Many schools deliver Physical Education and Design
and Technology subjects under the Integrated Learning banner to maximize opportunities for student success.
Integrated Learning is a Tertiary Admissible Subject (TAS); this means it can count towards a student’s ATAR score.
If students enrol in two Integrated Learning subjects, they cannot undertake the same program focus in both subjects.
The program focus and capabilities are described in the introductory section of each subject.

Assessment
For a 20-credit subject, students should provide
evidence of their learning through five or six
assessments, including the external assessment
component. Students undertake:
 at least two practical inquiries
 at least one connections task
 one personal endeavour.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Practical Inquiry (40%)
Assessment Type 2: Connections (30%)
External assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Personal Endeavour
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PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN
The Personal Learning Plan (PLP) is a compulsory subject at Stage 1, normally undertaken at Year 10. The PLP
helps students to plan for their future and assists them in choosing the subjects they will study in Years 11 and 12.
Students also explore future careers and career planning. This includes one week of work experience during
semester 1. Students must achieve a C grade or better to successfully complete the subject.
Stage 1 Personal Learning Plan
Credits

1PLP10
10

*Compulsory stage one subject
Content
The content includes:
The Seven Capabilities
The capabilities enable students to make connections in their learning within and across subjects in a wide range of
contexts. They are central to learning in the Personal Learning Plan and across their SACE journey. They are
incorporated in the assessment of the subject. The capabilities are:
o Literacy
o Numeracy
o Information and communication technology capability
o Critical and creative thinking
o Personal and social capability
o Ethical understanding
o Intercultural understanding
Personal and Learning Goals
Students identify, explore, and develop personal and learning goals, and strategies to achieve them. They learn a
variety of ways to plan to achieve their personal and learning goals by, for example:
 Selecting subjects, courses and other learning relevant to pathways through and beyond school
 Investigate possible career choices
Specific Content (suggested topics)
Teachers, together with their students, choose areas for detailed study to support the development, implementation,
review, and adjustment of each student’s plan, based on his or her particular needs and interests. Examples of topics
include:








Communication
Social Living and Responsibility
Personal Development
Work Skills
Learning and thinking skills
Planning and Decision-making Skills
Interpersonal and Relationship Skills

Assessment
Teachers design a set of assessments that enable students to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and understanding
they have developed to meet the learning requirements of the PLP. Teachers use performance standards to decide
how well each student has demonstrated his or her learning, based on the evidence provided through the set of
assessments.
Students provide evidence of their learning through a set of four to five assessments. These may be presented in an
integrated format, such as a portfolio and discussion, or in a number of formats, for example:








a plan (in chart, table, or map format) and discussion
a portfolio, which may be electronic
a résumé
a round-table presentation
an interview
a journal
a multimedia presentation
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Stage 1 Physical Education

Stage 2 Physical Education

Students gain an understanding of human functioning and physical activity, and an awareness of the community
structures and practices that influence participation in physical activity. They explore their own physical capacities and
analyse performance, health, and lifestyle issues. Students develop skills in communication, investigation, and the
ability to apply knowledge to practical situations.
Stage 1 Physical Education
Credits

1PHE10A/B
10 per semester

Prerequisites: Nil
Content
In movement
Students explore physical activity by extending and
applying their knowledge of movement concepts and
strategies and skill learning. They investigate how the
body responds to physical activity and apply
biophysical and psychological knowledge to improve
performance and/or participation in physical activity.
Through Movement
Students explore physical activity through movement
concepts and strategies with a socio-cultural lens.
They explore barriers and enablers to physical activity
identifying how personal, social, and cultural factors
affect participation. Students initiate and contribute to
the development of strategies that promote equity and
inclusivity through a range of theme-based games,
sporting and physical activities. They reflect on the
success of these strategies in building confidence and
motivation, as well as the improvement in the learning
environment for themselves and others.
About Movement
Students develop theoretical knowledge to understand
the richness and diversity of movement experiences.
Physical activity contexts enables individuals’ to apply
their knowledge to real-life experiences to evaluate
participation and performance outcomes.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
Assessment Type 1: Performance Improvement
Assessment Type 2: Physical Activity Investigation

Stage 2 Physical Education
Credits

2PHE20
20

Prerequisites: Successful completion of at least 10
credits of Stage 1 Physical Education
Content
Focus Area 1: In movement
Education ‘in’ physical activity is about students
making meaning of personal movement experiences.
Through these movement experiences, students must
engage in thoughtful participation where internal
reflection and articulation of learning progress can be
established.
Focus Area 2: Through movement
Education ‘through’ physical activity is about students
using movement to achieve the goals of 21st-century
education, including personal, intellectual, and social
skill development. Such skill development will allow
students to engage more purposefully in physical
activity. Students use physical activity contexts as the
vehicle for developing the 21st-century skills
necessary to reflect on and critique their learning in
order to enhance participation and performance
outcomes.
Focus Area 3: About movement
Education ‘about’ physical activity enables students to
develop theoretical knowledge to understand the
richness and diversity of movement experiences.
Students apply their knowledge to real-life experiences
to evaluate participation and performance outcomes.
ASSESSMENT SCOPE AND REQUIREMENTS
All Stage 2 subjects have a school assessment
component and an external assessment component.
Students should provide evidence of their learning
through four or five assessments, including the
external assessment component. Students undertake:
 two or three diagnostics tasks
 one improvement analysis task
 one group dynamics task.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
The following assessment types enable students to
demonstrate their learning in Stage 2 Physical
Education:
School Assessment (70%)
 Assessment Type 1: Diagnostics (30%)
 Assessment Type 2: Improvement Analysis (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
 Assessment Type 3: Group Dynamics (30%).
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PHYSICS

Stage 1 Physics

Stage 2 Physics

The study of physics enables students to understand and appreciate the world around them. This subject requires the
interpretation of physical phenomena through a study of motion in two dimensions, electricity and magnetism, light
and matter, and atoms and nuclei. As well as applying knowledge to solve problems, students develop experimental,
investigation design, information, and communication skills through practical and other learning activities. They gather
evidence from experiments and research and acquire new knowledge through their own investigations.
Stage 1 Physics is offered as two, 10 credit units however students must study Physics for a full year (Semester 1 &
2) to be eligible to enrol in Stage 2 Physics.
The new Stage 2 Physics course was taught for the first time in 2018. It is a full year, 20 credit subject; a 2 hour
examination constitutes the external component of this subject.
Stage 1 Physics
Credits

1PYI10A/B
10 or 20

Stage 2 Physics
Credits

2PYS20
20

Prerequisites: Strong performance in year 10 Science

Prerequisites: A strong level of achievement in a full
year of Stage 1 Physics

Content
The design and content of the program is determined
at the school level. Examples of areas of study
include:
Waves;
Astronomy;
Electricity
and
Magnetism.

It is recommended that students have a working
knowledge of algebra and trigonometry.

Topics:
Linear Motion
and Forces
Electrical
circuits

Heat

Energy and
Momentum
Waves

Nuclear models
and radioactivity

Motion under Constant Acceleration
Forces
Potential Difference and Electrical
Current
Resistance
Circuit Analysis
Electrical Power
Heat and Temperature
Specific Heat Capacity
Change of State
Energy
Momentum
Wave models
Mechanical waves
Light
The nucleus
Radioactive decay
Radioactive half-life
Induced Nuclear Reactions

Content
Physics is a subject for those interested in the
fundamental processes in nature. The study of Physics
provides an understanding of the processes which
determine the behaviour of systems from the very
small (atoms and nuclei) to the very large (the solar
system and the universe). Practicals are a requirement
of this course.
Topics
The topics for Stage 2 Physics are:
 Topic 1: Motion and Relativity
 Topic 2: Electricity and Magnetism
 Topic 3: Light and Atoms.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Folio (30%)
Type 2: Skills and Applications Tasks (40%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Examination – 2 hours

Assessment
Investigations Folio
Skills and Applications Tasks
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RESEARCH PRACTICES AND RESEARCH PROJECT

Stage 2 Research Project

Stage 1 Research Practices

Stage 1 Research Practices
Credits

1RRP10
10

Stage 2 Research Project
Credits

2RPA10 or 2RPB10
10

Prerequisites: Nil

Prerequisites: Nil

Content
This subject provides students with opportunities to
examine the purpose of research; explore a range of
research approaches, and develop their investigative
and inquiry skills. Students explore research practices
to develop skills in undertaking research, such as
planning their research, developing and analysing their
data, and presenting their research findings.

The Research Project is a compulsory subject, which
most students undertake in Year 12. It is worth 10
credits and students need to achieve a C– grade or
higher to gain their SACE.

The subject is divided into two sections; Folio and
Sources Analysis. Within the Folio, students use the
internet to write a researched report on the issue of
data-mining. This is followed by the construction of
surveys to ascertain society’s knowledge and opinions
about data-mining, particularly through social media.
During the Sources Analysis section, students analyse
their survey responses, and examine the use of
another research tool.
The aim of this subject is to prepare students for The
Research Project at stage 2.
Content
Exploring Research Approaches
Exploring Research Skills
Assessment
Folio (50%)
Source Analysis (50%)

Content
Students choose a research question that is based on
an area of interest to them. They explore and develop
one or more capabilities in the context of their
research. The term ‘research’ is used broadly and may
include practical or technical investigations, formal
research, or exploratory inquiries.
The Research Project provides a valuable opportunity
for SACE students to develop and demonstrate skills
essential for learning and living in a changing world. It
enables students to develop vital planning, research,
synthesis, evaluation, and project management skills.
The Research Project enables students to explore an
area of interest in depth, while developing skills to
prepare them for the further education, training, and
work.
Students can choose from two types of Research
Project:
Research Project A – the external assessment can
be presented in a variety of ways, including a
PowerPoint presentation or a short film. Research
Project A has been classified as a Tertiary Entrance
Subject for 2017 and the future and therefore can
be used to calculate a student's Australian Tertiary
Admission
Rank
(ATAR).
Research Project B – the external assessment
must be a written report. Research Project B can be
used towards a student's ATAR.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Folio (40%)
Assessment Type 2: Research Outcome (30%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 3: Evaluation
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TOURISM
Students develop an understanding of the nature of tourists, tourism, and the tourism industry. They investigate local,
national, and global tourism, and explore tourism as a business. Students gain an understanding of the complex
economic, social, cultural and environmental impacts of tourism.
Stage 1 Tourism
Credits

1TOS10
10

Prerequisites: Nil.
Content
The content of the subject consists of themes and
topics (listed below) and practical tourism skills.
Our location in the Mid-North allows us to utilise the
thriving tourism market and travel to many sites
nearby. Examples used for excursions are Redbanks,
Redruth Jail/Gaol and the Burra Gorge. The filming of
Wolf Creek and Breaker Morant in Burra, offers us the
opportunity to study film site locations as a drawcard
for niche tourism markets. Students will be required to
‘sell’ these and other sites to a fictitious market
segment.
Themes
 Understanding the Tourism Industry
 Identifying Visitors and Hosts
 Creating Sustainable Tourism
 Working in the Tourism Industry
Topics
 Careers in Tourism (Student Choice - e.g. Travel
Agent, Hotel Management, Cruise Director, Tour
Guide, etc.)
 Sectors Analysis (Student Choice – e.g.
Accommodation, Transportation, Attractions and
Theme Parks, etc.)
 Tour Guiding (Student Choice – from any of the
Burra Heritage Trail sites). Includes excursion/s.
 Redbanks Conservation Park – from Motorbikes
to Dinosaurs. Includes excursion/s.
 Uluru – culture versus tourism.
 Develop an International Itinerary – (Student
Choice – e.g. Paris, Rome, Bali, etc,)
 A chosen trend in the industry (e.g. Culinary
Tourism, Solo Travel, the Orphanage Scam,
TripAdvisor and online bookings, etc.)
Assessment
Students demonstrate evidence of their learning
through the following assessment types:
 Case Study
 Sources Analysis
 Practical Activity
 Investigation

Stage 2 Tourism
Credits

2TOS20
20

Prerequisites: Sound literacy skills
Students’
understanding
of
the
sustainable
management of tourism is central to this subject.
Students consider the ever-changing nature of tourism
and how it responds to challenges, opportunities, and
realities such as globalisation, economic crises,
security issues, environmental needs, world events,
and technological developments. Students explore
tourism as a business and its impact on the economy.
Tourism presents opportunities and benefits, as well
as problems and threats, to people and the
environment. For example, as a people-oriented
industry, tourism provides many jobs and can revitalise
local economies and cultures. At the same time it may
have a negative impact on the well-being of many
people in the host community and threaten to change
their cultural and environmental heritage. Students
identify and investigate tourism trends, developments,
and contemporary issues. They apply their knowledge,
skills, and understanding about tourism to form
personal opinions, make informed recommendations,
form reasoned conclusions, and predict future options.
Themes
 Operations and Structures of the Tourism
Industry
 Travelers’ Perceptions, and the Interaction of
Host Community and Visitor
 Planning for and Managing Sustainable Tourism
 Evaluating the Nature of Work in the Tourism
Industry
Topics
 Global Indigenous Tourism – compare Australia
to any other country
 Adelaide Zoo’s Pandas – a sustainable
attraction?
 Grey Nomads and Burra – interactions with a host
community. Includes excursion/s.
 Burra Gorge (World’s End) – Conservation versus
Tourism. Includes excursion/s.
 Investigation – (Student Choice – e.g. Dark
Tourism, Outback Tourism, Hunting Wild Game
and Ethical Tourism, etc.)
 Exam Revision (models, concepts, terminology)
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Assessment Type 1: Folio (20%)
Assessment Type 2: Practical Activity (25%)
Assessment Type 3: Investigation (25%)
External Assessment (30%)
Assessment Type 4: Examination 2 hours
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STAGE 2 WORKPLACE PRACTICES
Students develop knowledge, skills, and understanding of the nature, type and structure of the workplace. They learn
about the value of unpaid work to society, future trends in the world of work, workers' rights and responsibilities and
career planning. Students can undertake learning in the workplace and develop and reflect on their capabilities,
interests, and aspirations. The subject may include the undertaking of vocational education and training (VET) as
provided under the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF).
Some students who study this subject are also signed up as SBATs, TGSS or enrolled in a VET qualification. All
students need to complete 30 hours (10 credit subject) or a total of 60 hours (20 credit subject) of work placement,
which can be paid employment, SBAT, volunteer work or Work Experience.
2WPA10
2WPB10
2WPC20

10 Credits
10 Credits
20 Credits

Prerequisites: Nil
At Stage 2, students can complete up to 40 credits of Workplace Practices by undertaking one or a combination of
two or all of the following: Workplace Practices A (10 credits), Workplace Practices B (10 credits), Workplace
Practices (20 credits).
For the purpose of this subject outline, ‘work’ is considered in its broadest sense, and is defined as all fields of paid
and unpaid activity.
Topics:
Industry and Work Knowledge
Vocational Learning
Vocational Education and Training (VET)
Area of Study 1: Industry and Work Knowledge
 Topic 1: Work in Australian Society
 Topic 2: The Changing Nature of Work
 Topic 3: Industrial Relations
 Topic 4: Finding Employment
 Topic 5: Negotiated Topics
For a 10-credit subject, students undertake two or more negotiated topics from Topic 1 to 5.
For a 20-credit subject, students undertake three or more topics, selected from Topics 1 to 5.
The topics chosen for Workplace Practices A must be different from those chosen for Workplace Practices B and
Workplace Practices. The topics negotiated under Topic 5 must be different in content from Topics 1 to 4.
Area of Study 2: Vocational Learning
Vocational learning may include, for example:
 casual or part-time employment
 student business, enterprise (actual or virtual), or project-based employment
 work experience, including work-shadowing or observation
 worksite visits
 voluntary participation in a community organisation/project
 formal high-level training/performance programs (e.g. sporting or dance)
 events coordination or management
 the provision of primary caregiving or parenting
Area of Study 3: VET
VET includes any accredited training provided under the AQF by an RTO.
EVIDENCE OF LEARNING
School Assessment (70%)
Type 1: Folio (25%)
Type 2: Performance (25%)
Type 3: Reflection (20%)
External Assessment (30%)
Type 4: Investigation
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APPENDIX A
VET – VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Students can achieve SACE credits through the study of VET. Thirty five nominal hours (from the same industry/area)
attracts five SACE credits. All units of competency from Certificate 1 courses attract Stage 1 credits. Almost all units
of competency from Certificate 3 courses attract Stage 2 SACE credits and Certificate 2 courses can attract either
Stage 1 or Stage 2 credits (depending on the content/accreditation). Certificate 2 in Automotive Servicing Technology
and Certificate 3 in Fitness (studied in 2019) attract predominantly Stage 2 credits. Competencies from Certificate 2 in
Agriculture, delivered in 2018 during Year 10 and 11 Agricultural lessons (embedded VET), attract Stage 1 credits;
these will be listed on individual student SACE academic transcripts.
Riverton and District High School (RDHS) are once again offering Certificate 2 in Automotive Servicing
Technology in 2020. This qualification is delivered by TAFESA under the TGSS scheme (Training Guarantee for
SACE Students) one day per week (Wednesday in 2020). Students need to be 16 years or older by the first day of
Term 1, 2020 to commence this Certificate in Semester 1 and 16 years or older by day one of term 3 to commence in
Semester 2. Places are limited. Students need to see Ms Scott and complete an application form in 2019 to be
considered for a place in this course in 2020.
Clare High School are offering places in Certificate 2 in Construction Pathways and Certificate 2 in Salon
Assistant (limited vacancies). These courses are also offered under the TGSS scheme. Certificate 2 in Construction
Pathways is delivered on Tuesday and Certificate 2 in Salon Assistant every Friday in Clare. Students need to see Ms
Scott and complete an application form in 2019 to be considered for a place in 2020.
We are currently exploring the possibility of offering Certificate 2 in Agriculture, Certificate 3 in Fitness and
possibly one other VET course at Burra Community School in 2020. Similarly, to subject offerings, these can only run
‘on-site’ if there is enough student interest.
Certificate 2 in Agriculture is offered under the TGSS scheme; this means the cost to students to complete VET
competencies within the certificate is minimal. As with all TGSS funded training, students must be 16 at the beginning
of the semester of commencement and are required to show how this training ‘dovetails’ into their future career/study
pathway.
We have the capacity to deliver Certificate 3 in Fitness at Burra Community School through TAFESA; however strict
minimum numbers apply to make this a viable option. This course is not on the TGSS funded list. The government
has reduced the funding support for VET courses delivered by external providers in schools; consequently, the cost to
students for this course in 2019 was approximately $900. One student travelled to Kapunda High School weekly to
complete this course in 2019. If we can confirm a minimum number of students (from Burra Community School and
other schools) who are committed to completing Certificate 3 in Fitness in 2020, there is a possibility it may be offered
on-site.
*Students under the age of 16 can access a course offered under the TGSS scheme, however they will be
charged a substantial fee.
*Transport to and from off-site VET is the responsibility of the student. Arrangements can be made with DfE
buses for students to travel for part of the journey on the respective school bus.
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APPENDIX B
RECOGNITION OF COMMUNITY LEARNING
COMMUNITY LEARNING
The SACE Board recognises that learning doesn't just happen in the classroom, but in all kinds of settings.
SACE students can earn credits for community service or activities in two ways:
Self-directed community learning such as taking care of a family member, supporting a refugee family, or
volunteering for a community project. To gain recognition for this kind of community learning, students need to show
evidence about what they have learnt.
Community-developed programs through a current award or certificate from a community-developed program,
such as those offered by the Royal Life Saving Society or the Duke of Edinburgh's Award.
Self-directed Programs
Self-directed Community Learning may be gained through learning experiences that do not follow a formal,
accredited curriculum.
Individual students may participate in a range of programs or sets of activities that are not formally accredited.
Examples of this type of learning include:
 Acting as the carer for an elderly or invalid person
 Creating media productions (e.g. films, websites) outside school
 Officiating at a series of sporting events
 Performing in sport at an élite level
 Planning and coordinating community or recreational events
 Taking a leadership role in community land-care or conservation groups
 Taking a leadership role in community theatrical productions
 Taking a leadership role in volunteer organisations
 Taking a leadership role in the workplace
 Teaching others specialised skills (e.g. dance).
The process for students to have their self-directed community learning considered for recognition as part of their
SACE involves the student filling in an application form and attending an interview. At the interview the student
provides evidence of his or her learning to a Community Learning assessor(s). The student is assessed against two
assessment criteria: knowledge and application, and reflection and critical thinking. The Community Learning
assessor(s) will make notes, may record the interview electronically, and make a written record of evidence.
Community Developed Programs
Many community organisations develop and accredit their own programs, and many of these are eligible for
recognition towards the SACE. Examples of such programs include Australian Music Examinations Board, the Duke
of Edinburgh's Award, and the SA Country Fire Service. Students that have received an award or certificate from one
of the organisations detailed in the following table may be eligible for SACE Credits. (As new programs are
recognised, the table is updated.)
Students can apply for recognition of a Community-developed program by completing an application form and
submitting the form to their school's SACE Coordinator. The school's SACE Coordinator sends the completed
application form and a copy of the original community certificate/award (from the recognised Community-developed
program) to the SACE Board.
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RECOGNISED COMMUNITY-DEVELOPED
PROGRAMS

Organisation

Start date

Australian Air Force
Cadets

1 January 2004

Australian and New
Zealand Cultural Arts
Limited

Australian Army Cadets

Australian Army Cadets

1 January 2003

1 January 2004

1 January 2019

Australian Business
Week

1 January 2010

Australian Guild of
Music Education

1 January 2001

Australian Music
Examinations Board

Australian Music
Examinations Board

9 July 2018

1 January 2003

Award/Program

SACE Stage

SACE
Credits

Home Training – Proficiency course

Stage 1

20

Home Training – Advanced course

Stage 1

20

Home Training – Qualified course

Stage 2

20

Music Practical Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Music Practical Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Music Practical Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Music Practical Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Cadet Training Unit Course

Stage 1

10

Junior Leaders Course (Corporal)

Stage 1

10

Cadet Level 2

Stage 1

10

Cadet Level 3

Stage 1

10

CPL Leadership – Cadet Corporal/Cadet
Lance Corporal

Stage 1

10

CPL Leadership – Cadet Sergeant

Stage 1

10

CPL Leadership – Cadet Warrant Officer /
Cadet Under Officer

Stage 2

20

Enterprise Education Program

Stage 1

10

Practical Music Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Practical Music Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Practical Music Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Practical Music Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Performance Certificate
Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Rockschool London Performance Certificate
Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Performance Certificate
Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Performance Certificate
Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Rockschool London Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Rockschool London Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Stage 1

10

Practical Music Grade 5 Comprehensive
(Including either ‘Collaborative’ or ‘Solo’ for Piano
students)

Area of
Community
Learning
Selfdevelopment

Performance

Selfdevelopment

Self-development

Work Skills
and Career
Development
Performance

Performance

Performance

or Practical Music Grade 5 Repertoire
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Organisation

Start date

Award/Program

SACE Stage

SACE
Credits

Stage 2

10

Stage 2

10

Stage 2

10

Practical Music for Leisure Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Practical Music for Leisure Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Practical Music for Leisure Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Practical Music for Leisure Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Speech and Performance Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Stage 2

10

Voice and Communication Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Speech and Performance Grade 8

Stage 2

20

Stage 2

20

Stage 2

20

Stage 2

20

Certificate in Voice and Communication
Australia (CVCA)

Stage 2

20

Voice and Communication Associate
Diploma in Professional Communication
(APCA)

Stage 2

20

Classical Ballet – Elementary (Gold Bar)

Stage 1

20

Classical Ballet – Intermediate

Stage 1

20

Classical Ballet – Advanced

Stage 2

20

Jazz B – Gold Bar

Stage 1

10

Jazz – Elementary

Stage 1

10

Jazz – Intermediate

Stage 1

20

Jazz – Advanced

Stage 2

20

Jazz Moves – Elementary

Stage 1

10

Area of
Community
Learning

Practical Music Grade 6 Comprehensive
(Including either ‘Collaborative’ or ‘Solo’ for Piano
students)

or Practical Music Grade 6 Repertoire
Practical Music Grade 7 Comprehensive
(Including either ‘Collaborative’ or ‘Solo’ for Piano
students)

or Practical Music Grade 7 Repertoire
Practical Music Grade 8 Comprehensive
(Including either ‘Collaborative’ or ‘Solo’ for Piano
students)

or Practical Music Grade 8 Repertoire

Australian Music
Examinations Board

1 January 2008

(formerly Drama and Performance Grade 6)

Speech and Performance Grade 7
(formerly Drama and Performance Grade 7)

Australian Music
Examinations Board

1 January 2011

(formerly Drama and Performance Grade 8)

Certificate of Speech and Performance
CSPA (formerly Drama and Performance Certificate

Performance

Performance

(CDPA))

Speech and Performance Associate Diploma
(Performer) ASPA
(formerly Drama and Performance Associate Diploma
(Performer) ADPA)

Speech and Performance Licentiate Diploma
(Performa) LSPA
(formerly Drama and Performance Licentiate Diploma
(Performer) LDPA

Australian Teachers of
Dancing Ltd.

1 January 2015

Performance
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Organisation

Catholic Education SA

Cecchetti Ballet
Australia Inc

Commonwealth Society
of Teachers of Dancing

Start date

1 January 2001

1 January 2011

1 January 2011

Award/Program

SACE Stage

SACE
Credits

Jazz Moves – Intermediate

Stage 1

20

Jazz Moves – Advanced

Stage 2

20

Tap – Gold Bar/Elementary

Stage 1

10

Tap – Elementary Seal

Stage 1

10

Tap – Intermediate Seal

Stage 1

20

Tap - Advanced Seal

Stage 2

20

Hip Hop – Level 9

Stage 1

10

Hip Hop – Level 10

Stage 1

10

Hip Hop – Level 11

Stage 2

10

Hip Hop – Level 12

Stage 2

10

Choices for Indigenous Secondary Students
(CISS)

Stage 1

10

Ballet Intermediate 1

Stage 1

20

Ballet Advanced 1

Stage 2

20

Modern Jazz Grade 6

Stage 1

10

Modern Jazz Grade 7

Stage 1

10

Modern Jazz Grade 8

Stage 2

20

Theatrical Dance Pre-Advanced Level

Stage 1

10

Theatrical Dance Advanced Level

Stage 1

10

Classical Ballet Sub-Elementary Grade 7

Stage 1

10

Classical Ballet Elementary Grade 7

Stage 1

10

Classical Ballet Intermediate Grade 7

Stage 1

10

Tap Dance Advanced Gold

Stage 1

10

Tap Dance Advanced Gold Bar

Stage 1

10

Tap Dance Advanced Gold Star

Stage 1

10

Construction Industry
Training Board

1 January 2018

Doorways 2 Construction in Schools
Program – Part A (semester length)

Stage 1

20

Construction Industry
Training Board

1 January 2018

Doorways 2 Construction in Schools
Program (full year)

Stage 1

40

Area of
Community
Learning

Selfdevelopment
Performance

Performance

Work Skills and Career
Development
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Organisation

Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award*

Start date

1 January 2004

*An attachment will
indicate the award is
appropriate for SACE
recognition

International Music
Examinations Board of
Australia

Microsoft Certification
Program

Area of
Community
Learning

Bronze Award

Stage 1

10

Selfdevelopment

Silver Award

Stage 1

20
(if Bronze
not done)

Stage 1

10
(if Bronze
done)

Stage 2

20

Development Field Umpire

Stage 1

10

Development Boundary Umpire

Stage 1

10

Development Goal Umpire

Stage 1

10

Introductory Horse Management

Stage 1

10

Introductory Riding Program

Stage 1

10

Introductory General Coaching (IC) Program

Stage 1

10

Level 1 Horse Management (L1HM)
Program

Stage 1

10

Level 1 Dressage Riding (L1DR) Program

Stage 1

10

Level 1 General Riding (L1GR) Program

Stage 1

10

Level 2 Horse Management Certificate
(L2HM) Program

Stage 2

10

Level 2 Riding Certificate (L2R) (Olympic
Disciplines) Program

Stage 2

10

Queen’s Guide Award

Stage 1
+
Stage 2

30
+
20

Practical Music (any instrument/voice
syllabus) Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Practical Music (any instrument/voice
syllabus) Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Practical Music (any instrument/voice
syllabus) Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Practical Music (any instrument/voice
syllabus) Grade 8

Stage 2

10

1 January 2014

Database Fundamentals (364)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

HTML5 Application Development
Fundamentals (375)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

Networking Fundamentals (366)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

Security Fundamentals (367)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

Software Development Fundamentals (361)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

Mobile Development Fundamentals (373)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2014

Windows Operating System Fundamentals
(349)

Stage 1

10

1 January 2019
1 January 2019

1 January 2010

1 January 2012

Guides Australia

SACE
Credits

Gold Award

1 January 2019
Equestrian Australia

SACE Stage

Silver Award
1 January 2010

South Australian
National Football
League (SANFL)

Award/Program

1 January 2001

1 January 2012

Sports Skills
and
Management

Selfdevelopment

Performance

Work Skills and Career
Development
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Organisation

Start date

1 January 2014
Operation Flinders
Foundation

1 January 2004

Royal Academy of
Dance

1 January 2011

Royal Life Saving
Society (SA Branch)

1 January 2001

Award/Program

SACE Stage

SACE
Credits

Windows Server Administration
Fundamentals (365)

Stage 1

10

Certificate of Achievement

Stage 1

20

Classical Ballet Advanced Foundation

Stage 1

10

Classical Ballet Advanced 1

Stage 1

10

Classical Ballet Advanced 2

Stage 1

10

Classical Solo Seal Award

Stage 2

20

Bronze^ Medallion + First Aid Certificate

Stage 1

10

Bronze Cross

Stage 1

10

Award of Merit

Stage 2

10

Distinction

Stage 2

10

Pool Lifeguard

Stage 1
+
Stage 2

10
+
10

Austswim Teacher

Stage 2

10

Basic Firefighting 1

(+ credits for
VET units of
competency*)

AUSTSWIM

1 January 2004

*Statement of
Attainment is required
Scouts Australia

Stage 1

1 January 2004
Queen’s Scout Award

St Cecilia School of
Music
(does not include drum
kit)

St John Ambulance
Australia Cadets*

Selfdevelopment
Performance

Volunteering

Volunteering

(SA Business Centre)

SA Country Fire Service

Area of
Community
Learning

1 January 2003

1 January 2004

*An attachment will
indicate the award is
appropriate for SACE
recognition
STV One and All Sailing
Program

1 January 2016

Trinity College London

1 January 2003

Stage 1
+
Stage 2

Volunteering
20

30
+
20

Selfdevelopment
Performance

Practical Music Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Practical Music Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Practical Music Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Practical Music Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Health Care and Caring

Stage 1

10

Food and Nutrition

Stage 1

10

Communication

Stage 1

10

Youth Development Sail Training Program

Stage 1

10

Music Performance Grade 5

Stage 1

10

Music Performance Grade 6

Stage 2

10

Music Performance Grade 7

Stage 2

10

Music Performance Grade 8

Stage 2

10

Volunteering

Self-development
Performance

^ Bronze award from Surf Life Saving South Australia Inc. and SA Emergency Services: Induction and Basic Skills Course (from 2013) may contribute to the
SACE as part of the policy for the Recognition Arrangements for Vocational Education and Training (VET) in SACE.
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APPENDIX C
Home Study Guidelines
In 2013, we introduced home study privileges for Year 12 students as an opportunity for students to gain valuable
time management skills. Home study is a privilege granted to Year 12 students, which allows them to study at
home during some of their free study periods at either the beginning or end of the day. For example, a student who
has a study period during Lesson 7 is permitted to return home to study. Alternatively, a student who has a study
period for Lessons 1 & 2 is permitted to study at home and arrive at school in time for Lesson 3. Students who have
subject commitments either side of their study lessons, must stay at school and will generally study in the Year 12
room or library.
In Semester 1, most students enrol in five out of seven subjects (some choose to enrol in six subjects); study lessons
are randomly spread throughout the week. In Semester 2, with the completion of Research Practices, many students
will have 15 study lessons per week.
Home study is granted as a privilege and is subject to the following constraints:






parents must give permission
a recommendation must be given by the Year 12 Home Group teacher
students must sign in and out of school at the reception desk when arriving late or leaving early
students accept the responsibility of catching up with morning notices
guidelines for student drivers apply
home study is to be used for study and not recreational pursuits

Failure to follow these guidelines will result in a possible loss of this privilege. It is important to stress that students do
not have to conduct their home study lessons at home; in fact in most cases, students study more effectively at
school where they have access to teachers and a range of ICT software that they may not have at home.
At the beginning of their academic school year, Year 12 students will be given a permission letter outlining home
study arrangements for 2020. Attached to this will be two copies of their timetable with their home study requests –
one to be retained by the parents/caregivers and one for return to school.

Failure to Submit
In an effort to keep parents informed regarding their child’s progress, teachers will complete a ‘failure to submit’ form
when students fail to submit draft and/or final work for summative tasks. At times, they will also use this process to
inform parents/caregivers when formative tasks are not completed.
Summative tasks are those used for assessment purposes and sent to the SACE Board for moderation or external
marking.
Formative tasks are used as a teaching/learning tool and help to inform teachers and students about their current
performance in a subject. Formative tasks may be used to help formulate a student’s school result (Burra Community
School reporting cycle) but are not used to calculate a student’s final SACE result in a subject.
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Supervision and Verification of Students’ Work Policy and Procedures*
SACE’s Supervision and Verification Policy and Procedures cover the supervision and verification of students’ school
and external assessment work for both stages of the SACE.
They are linked to the SACE Assuring Assessment Integrity Policy (see SACE website), which is based on the
following principles:
Fairness
The procedures for assuring the integrity of SACE assessments should be fair to students.
Transparency
The procedures for assuring the integrity of SACE assessments are explicit and open to scrutiny.
Cooperation and collaboration
Schools, other learning providers, and the SACE Board have a complementary responsibility for the management of
procedures for assuring the integrity of assessments.
Interdependence and responsibility
The procedures for assuring the integrity of SACE assessments are based on the interconnected and complementary
responsibilities of the student, teacher or other provider, school leaders, and the SACE Board in the assessment
process.
Comparability
The procedures for assuring the integrity of SACE assessments maximise the consistent application of standards to
all student assessment across all places of learning in the SACE.
Operationally manageable
Procedures for assuring the integrity of assessments that contribute to the SACE are operationally manageable for
schools, other learning providers, and the SACE Board, and are as cost-effective as possible without compromising
the integrity of students’ final results.
The Board assures the integrity of assessments for subjects and courses in different ways, according to the levels of
responsibility for quality assurance of accredited subjects and recognised courses.
This policy is underpinned by the following principle: “Students must submit for assessment only work that is their own
produced without undue assistance from other people or sources.”

(*Extract The entire policy can be found on the SACE website)
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